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[571 . ABSTRACT 
An interrupted monogroove slot in a heat pipe facili- 
tates priming of the heat pipe under zero gravity condi- 
tions by preventing the monogroove slot from com- 
pletely priming before the liquid channel is primed. 
5 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets 
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capillary action which causes the slot 3 to fill first. 
However, this solution severely reduces the axial heat 
transport capability of the heat pipe, and thus is not an 
acceptable solution. 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
INTERRUPTED MONOGROOVE SLOT 
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made in the per- 
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- 
ject to the provisions of $305 of the National Aeronau- 
tics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 (72 Stat. 
435; 42 U.S.C. $2457). 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
It is an objective Of the invention to provide a mono- 
groove heat Pipe of being rapidly Primed under 
zero gravity conditions. 
It is a further objective of the invention to provide a 
monogroove heat pipe which includes parallel liquid 
and vapor channels connected by a slot, in which the 
slot is prevented from completely filling before priming 
of the liquid channel. 
It is a still further objective of the invention to pro- 
2. Description of Related Art vide a monogroove heat pipe which includes parallel 
The monogroove heat pipe is a heat transport device liquid and vapor channels connected by a slot, in which 
which includes parallel liquid and vapor channels con- the size of a bubble trapped in the liquid channel during 
nected to each other by a slot which communicates priming is minimized and the bubble is isolated in an 
with an extends the length of both the liquid and vapor 2o unheated zone of the heat pipe. 
channels. During normal operation, liquid under Pres- It is yet another objective of the invention to provide 
sure fills the liquid channel, the slot, and fine circumfer- a monogroove heat pipe including parallel liquid and 
entia1 grooves which line the vapor &annel walls. At vapor channels connected by a slot, in which premature 
the hot end of the heat pipe, liquid in the Circumferential failure of the heat pipe is prevented with no change in 
grooves evaporates, causing a flow of in the 25 axial heat transport capability, and which is simple and 
vapor channel towards the cold end of the pipe, where inexpensive to fabricate. 
condensation occurs. Liquid returns to the evaporator These objectives are achieved by providing a mono- 
ing the fluid circuit. This type of heat transport device riels connected by a slot in which a slot interrupter in 
has a number of advantages, including simplicity, rela- 30 the form of a barrier is provided at one end of the heat 
applications. One application to which the monogroove 
heat pipe appears to be especially suited is the proposed Because the interrupted slot monogroove heat pipe is U.S. Space Station. 
tageous in that, as the heat pipe is primed under tions, it is expected that the invention will find particu- 
liquid to preferentially fill the smaller slot region before other Space aPPlicatiOns9 although it will be appreciated 
filling the larger liquid channel, trapping enough vapor 40 that the invention is not to be limited to any particular 
in the liquid channel to impede heat pipe start-up. This space 
10 
1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to a heat pipe, and in particular 
to a heat pipe including a monogroove slot designed to 
facilitate priming of the heat pipe in zero gravity. l5 
through the liquid channel by capillary forces, ComPlet- groove heat pipe having parallel liquid and vapor ,&an- 
tive effciency, and rapid start-up or priming, making pipe, in a portion of the slot which is at least substan- the monogroove heat pipe for a wide variety Of tially outside of the heated in which the heat pipe 
operates. 
35 
Nevertheless, the monogroove heat pipe is &advan- 
gravity conditions, capillary forces tend to cause the 
capab1e Of 
lar 
Operating under zero gravity condi- 
in the proposed U.S. Space Station and 
phenomenon is illustrated- in FIG. i, -which shows a 
monogroove heat pipe 1, including a vapor channel 2, a 
slot 3, and a liauid channel 4. Due to launch loads, the 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
is an elevated end view of a monogroove 
liquid in the heat pipe may be forced into the condenser 45 heat Pipe ofthe type Presently used. 
end 5 ofthe pipe during launch. The pipe is primed after 
launch by liquid entering liquid channel 4 in the direc- 
tion of arrow A. 
In addition to the working fluid liquid and vapor, the 
heat pipe may contain a small amount of non-condensa- 50 
ble gas (NCG) (on the order of 30 ppm) due to a low 
grade reaction of the working fluid with the walls of the 
heat pipe. 
During priming, slot 3 is designed to permit the va- 
FIG. 1(6) is a Cross Sectional side View Of the mono- 
groove heat Pipe of FIG. I@), Showing the manner in 
which capillary action in the monogroove slot prevents 
Priming of a liquid channel of the heat Pipe. 
FIGS. 2(a)-(c) are cross sectional side views of a 
monogroove heat Pipe constructed in accordance with 
the Principles of a preferred embodiment of the inven- 
tion, showing the manner in which the preferred mono- 
groove heat pipe is primed. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 
por-NCG mixtur; to escape intovapor channel 2 under 55 
normal conditions but, under the zero gravity condi- 
tions noted above, cadlarv forces tend to cause a w r -  . -  
tion 6 of the slot 3 to prematurely fill with liquid, pre- As described above, FIGS. l(u) and l(b) schemati- 
venting escape of some of the vapor-NCG mixture into cally show a conventional monogroove heat pipe of the 
the vapor channel. As a result, the bubble 7 remaining in 60 type proposed for use in the U.S. Space Station. Before 
liquid channel 4 forms a barrier which prevents the and during launch, the heat pipe is situated in the launch 
liquid from completely filling the channel. Inadequate vehicle such that the condenser end 5 is located below 
priming of the heat pipe prevents proper feeding of the evaporator end of the heat pipe, and liquid is at the 
liquid into the unprimed portion of the evaporator, condenser end. The pipe contains a vapor channel 2, a 
reducing heat transfer in that region. 65 monogroove slot 3, and a liquid channel 4. Slot 3 ex- 
In order to overcome this problem, it has been pro- tends the length of the heat pipe and communicates 
posed to increase the slot dimension to be equal to one- with both the liquid and vapor channels everywhere 
half of the liquid channel diameter, thus eliminating the along its length. 
5,209,28 8 
3 4 
In practice, the heat pipe of FIG. 1 would extend a may be substituted. Slot interrupter 8 may of course be 
distance of approximately 40-50 feet, although the made of any material suitable for blocking slot 3', for 
length of the heat pipe is not essential to the invention. example the same material as the heat pipe body. In 
Despite the length of the heat Pipe, Priming Occurs in a addition, it will be appreciated that use of the heat pipe 
few seconds on earth, when the pipe is laid horizontally. 5 will find application in numerous zero gravity situations 
On earth, due to gravity, the liquid Channel fills in the other than the Space Station, for example, other large 
direction of arrow A at substantially the same rate a~ the spaceraft or for use on lunar and planetary missions. 
slot. However, in zero gravity, capillary action causes Consequently, it is intended that the invention not be 
the slot to fill first, sealing a bubble 7 in the liquid chan- limited to the specific context and structure described 
ne1 and therefore preventing the liquid channel from 10 herein, but rather that it be limited solely by the ap- 
completely filling. pended claims. 
In order to overcome this problem, a slot interrupter 
8 is provided in heat pipe l', shown in FIG. 2, which is 
otherwise essentially identical to the heat pipe shown in 
FIG. 1. Slot interrupter 8 may take any form, so long as 15 
it completely or substantially completely fills a cross- 
sectional area of slot 3' to block liquid moving in the 
direction of arrow A from filling end 6' of the slot, thus 
leaving an escape route for vapor-gas bubble 7' to the 
vapor channel. For example, if the heat pipe is manufac- 20 
tured by casting, interrupter 8 may be cast as a wall 
connecting the lateral sides of the slot. Alternatively, 
retrofitted into the slot and subsequently fixed in place. 
liquid filling channel 4 during priming escapes through 3. A heat pipe as claimed in claim 1, wherein said slot 
portion 6' of the slot into vapor channel 2' until slot interrupter is located downstream of a heated zone of 
interrupter 8 is passed by the liquid, after which, cap& said heat Pipe in a direction of initial priming. 
lary action takes Over to fill portion 6'. B~ this time, 4. A heat pipe as claimed in Claim 1, wherein said slot 
however, the gas bubble has been reduced to an area to 30 interrupter provides an escape Passage from the 
the left of slot interrupter 8, as shown in FIG. 2, which liquid channel for the VaPor-gas 
is outside the operative or heated zone of the pipe. mixture preceding said and advancing liquid during 
In order to disperse heat effectively, heat pipes are 
generally longer than their heated zone. Arrow B 5. A method of Priming a heat Pipe ofthe type which 
shown in FIG. 2(a) indicates the approximate extent of 35 includes a liquid channel, a vapor channel, and a slot in 
the heated zone. By placing slot interrupter 8 outside of Co~mUniCatiOn with both the liquid channel and the 
the heated zone, bubble 7' as shown in FIG. 2(c) is vapor channel, comprising the step of providing an 
prevented from impeding operation of the heat pipe obstruction in the slot in order to prevent the slot, dur- 
after priming. Thus, the slot interrupter not only facili- ing initial priming, from filling with liquid before the 
tates priming of the heat pipe, but also improves the 4.0 liquid channel is filled, thereby providing an escape 
operation of the heat pipe after priming. route, located downstream of the obstruction, for the 
It will of course be appreciated that the liquid used in vapor-gas mixture preceding the liquid as the liquid 
the heat pipe need not be ammonia. and that other liq- channel is filled during priming. 
we claim: 
a liquid 
a vapor channel; 
a slot in communication with both said liquid channel 
and said vapor channel; 
slot interrupter in said slot for preventing liq- 
uid from completely filling said slot during initial 
priming until liquid advancing into said liquid 
channel has passed said slot interrupter means. 
A heat pipe, comprising: 
interrupter 8 may take the form of a gasket-like plug 2. A heat pipe as in claim 1, wherein said slot 
interrupter is a barrier extending between lateral 
In operation, the vapor-gas mixture preceding the 25 Of said 'lot. 
to the 
Priming. 
uids of suitable thermodynamic and transport properties * * * * *  
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